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Electronic Warfare N64 3 
Joint Command, Control & Comm. J-6 5 
Space Systems Engineering N63, SPAWAR 7 
Space Systems Operations N63, Space Cmd 8 
Defense Systems Management Def Sec Asst Agcy 10 
Information Technology Mgt NCTC 11 
Transportation Logistics Mgt NAVSUP 12 
Transportation Management Mil Sealift Cmd 13 
Systems Inventory Management NAVSUP 14 
Material Logistics Support Mgt NAVAIR 15 
Acquisition & Contract Mgt ASN(RDA) 16 
Systems Acquisition Mgt ASA(RDA) 17 
Financial Management N82 18 
Manpower, Personnel & Training Nl 19 
Area Studies N3/5 22 
Strategic PlaLU1Ung N3/5 23 
Special Operations US Spec Ops Cmd 24 
Intelligence N2 25 
Resource Planning & Mgt Def Sec Asst Agcy 26 
Operations Analysis N81 28 
Operational Logistics N4 29 
Applied Mathematics Naval Academy 32 
Computer Sciences NCTC 34 
Meteorology N096 36 
Air-Ocean Sciences N096 37 
Operational Oceanography N096 38 
Physical Oceanography N096 39 
Combat Systems Sciences & Tech. NA VSEA, SPA WAR 44 
Aeronautical Engineering NAVAIR 47 
Aeronautical Engineering, Avionics NAVAIR 48 
Aeronautical Engineering, Test Pilot School NAVAIR 49 
Electronics Systems Engineer SPA WAR 51 
Naval Engineering NAVSEA 53 
Defense Resources Mgt Course DoD Comptroller 56 
International Defense Mgt Course DoD Comptroller 57 
Senior International Def. Mgt Crs DoD Comptroller 58 
Mobile International Def. Mgt Crs DoD Comptroller 59 
Mobile Analy. Decision Making Crs DoD Comptroller 60 
Aviation Safety Naval Safety Center 63 
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Electrical and Computer Engineering Department 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
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UNDERSEA WARFARE CURRICULUM (525) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Director, Submarine Warfare Division, Chief of Naval Operations 
* Director, Expeditionary Warfare Division, Chief of Naval Operations 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 44P: 
* Educate warfighters in the technical disciplines related to antisubmarine warfare, mine 
warfare, submarine warfare, and strategic surveillance. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Interdisciplinary coursework includes operations research, electrical engineering, 
physics, and oceanography 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Search, Detection and Localization Models (SECRET) 
* Undersea Warfare Sensors (SECRET) 
* Physics of Underwater Weapons (SECRET) 
* Operational Acoustic Forecasting (SECRET) 
* Underwater Acoustics 
* Remote Sensing and Atmospheric Effects on Warfare 
* Ocean Acoustic Tomography 
* Sonar Systems Engineering 
* Tactical Decision Aids 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Scattering of Underwater Sound from a Porous Solid Sphere" 
* " SIMAS Real World Comparison and Sensitivity Analysis" 
* " Neural Network Acoustic Transient Signal Classification" 
* " Infrared Detection of Submarine Wakes Using Tactical Airborne Sensors" 
* " Shallow Water ASW: A Proposed Systems Concept" 
* " Evaluation of Under lee Submarine Tactics" 
* " Surface Ship Torpedo Defense: Selected Anti-Torpedo Employment Tactics" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 14 
* USN 12, DOD Civilian 1, International 1 
1 
UNDERSEA WARFARE ACADEMIC GROUP 
The Undersea Warfare (USW) Academic Group consists of an interdisciplinary group of 
faculty from Operations Research. Oceanography, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Mathematics, and Physics depar. ~nts. The USW faculty provide graduate level instruction 
in antisubmarine warfare, submc1 . .ne warfare, mine warfare, torpedo defense, and acoustic 
surveillance. The USW academic group also monitors all USW-related research conducted 
at NPS, which includes the U.S.'s leading academic underwater acoustics. 
CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Undersea Warfare 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Antisubmarine Warfare 
* Submarine Warfare 
* Mine Field Planning 
* Mine Countermeasures 
* Acoustic Surveillance 
* Torpedo Defense 
FACULTY: 
* Interdisciplinary group of 9 from various departments: 8 Secret, 1 Top Secret 
clearances 
* 12 years average service at NPS 
LABORA TORJES/SPECIAUZED RESOURCES: 
* Point Sur Acoustic Array 
* Acoustic Scattering Tanks 
* Acoustic Transducer Design Laboratory 
* Coastal Ocean Acoustics Laboratory 
* Naval Weapons Effectiveness Simulation 
* Patrol Aircraft vs Diesel Submarine Simulation 
* Tactical Decision Aids 
* Coastal Warfare Laboratory 
RESEARCH: $0.4 Million Reimbursable Funding in 1993 
* NUWC (Naval Undersea Warfare Center) 
- Sonar Transducer Array Design 
* ONR (Office of Naval Research) 
- Barents Sea Tomography 
* NA VSEA (Naval Sea Systems Command) 
- Recursive Ray Acoustics 
* Naval Research Program Office 
- Detection of Ocean Anomalies 
* Scripps Oceanographic Institute, UCSD 
-Pacific Acoustic Path Variability Study 
2 
ELECTRONlC WARFARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CURRICULUM (.'>95) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Space and Electronic Warfare Directorate, Chief of Naval Operations 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 46P & USMC MOS 9634: 
* Educate warfighters in the technical and operational aspects of electronic warfare {EW) 
and information war. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Inter-disciplinary coursework including electrical engineering, physics, operations 
research, and meteorology 
* Five-week experience tour at military electronic warfare labs and units defining a thesis 
problem 
MIUT AR.Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Meteorology for Electronic Warfare 
* Operations Research for Electronic Warfare 
* Microwave Devices and Radar (SECRET) 
* Electronic Warfare Systems (SECRET) 
* Electro-optic Systems and Countermeasures (SECRET) 
* Electronic Warfare Computer Applications 
* Communications & Countermeasures 
* Space & Electronic Warfare (TOP SECRET) 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Combating Inherent Vulnerabilities of EW Algorithms" 
* " Soft-kill Techniques against Anti-ship Missiles" 
* " Patriot Missile Systems and Exploitation by EW" 
* " Analysis of Theater Ballistic Missile Defense" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 23 
* USN URL: 8 USN Crypto: 2 USMC: 2 International: 9 
3 
ELECTRONIC WARFARE ACADEMIC GROUP 
The Electronic Warfare Academic Group consists of interdisciplinary faculty from Physics, 
Operations Research, Electrical and Computer Engineeri;~r. Mathematics and Meteorology. 
· · ~ irects theses in all aspects of electronic warfare. A d-. proJeCt Jammer was 
. . , rrumental in the seizure of the Achille Lauro terrorist . ter the hijacking. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Electronic Warfare (US officers) 
* Electronic Warfare (International officers) 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Radar including stealth 
* Electronic warfare systems 
* Electro-optical systems and countermeasures 
* Communications & countermeasures 
* Information Warfare 
* EW simulation & modeling 
* Signals intelligence 
FACTJLTY: 
* tncluding 1 military, 14 Top Secret Clearances 
* 19 years average service at NPS 
* Chair of EW from industry or laboratories 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES 
* S -~~ems technology laboratory (C .lSsified) 
* S) ~Lems technology laboratory (Unclassified) 
* Decision-making Evaluation Facility for Tactical Teams 
* Secure Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) 
* Search, tracking and anti-personnel radars 
* EW receivers, jammers and HARPOON seeker 
* Signals Intelligence Laboratory (Classified) 
* Captured equipment analysis facility 
* Real-time target identification & classification array 
* Integrated many-on-many EW simulator 
RESEARCH: $0.3 Million 
* NPS 
w Infrared search/track designator 
- Electro-magnetic propagation in coastal regions 
-Field cancellation using a counter-EMF approach 
* OSD ,...P.t Assessment 
- Info .1tion War 
4 
JOINT COMMAND. CONTROL. AND COMMUN!CA TIONS CURRICULUM Q65) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Director for C4 Systems 06), Joint Staff 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 45P ,USMC MOS 9658, & AFSC 13B36: 
* Provide a comprehensive technical understanding in the field of C3 systems for 
officers of all services 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Interdisciplinary curriculum with course work in four major core areas (computers and 
information systems, communications and sensors, operations analysis, and command 
and control systems) 
* One week tour of major command centers in Washington, DC, and at one joint 
command 
* Seven emphasis areas: Computer Science; Information Systems; Communications 
Engineering; Operations Analysis; Operational Intelligence; Strategic Planning; Systems 
Acquisition 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Introduction to C3 (SECRET) 
* Combat Modeling for Command and Control 
* C3 systems Architecture and Engineering (TOP SECRET) 
* Military C3 Networks (SECRET) 
* Simulation and Wargaming (SECRET) 
* C3 Systems Evaluation (SECRET) 
* Policies and Problems in C3 (SECRET) 
* Space and Airborne Sensing Systems 
* Defense Systems Acquisition 
* Communications System Analysis 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Software Engineering to Government Standards 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
" Combat Analysis for Command, Control, and Communications: A Primer" 
" A Framework for Evaluating Evolutionary Upgrade Paths of C3 Systems" 
" MILSATCOM Decision Support System Requirements Analysis and User Interface 
Design" 
" Navy C3 in a Sociological Context: Why Forward Presence Matters" 
" An Assessment of the Marine Tactical Command and Control System" 
" Multilevel Security Within the Army Tactical C2 System" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 25 
* USN 12, USAF 5, USA 4, USMC 3, DoD Civilian 1 
5 
COMMAND. CONTROL. AND COMMUN1CA TIONS ACADEMIC GROUP 
The Command, Control, and Communications Academic Group consists of a small 
number of full-time C3 faculty plus faculty interested in C3 from the Computer Science, 
Electrical and Computer Engineering, M ~teorology, Operations Research, Physics, and 
Systems Management departments. The 3 Academic Group is responsible for the content 
and coordination of courses taught in other departments in the areas of Communications 
and Sensors, Operations Analysis, and Computer and Information Systems. The C3 faculty 
guide the students in their thesis projects and conduct research in the support of C3 
systems, C3 modeling, and C3 policy. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SlPPOR TED: 
*Joint Command, Control, and Communications 
* Space Systems Operations 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Combat modeling for command ar 1 control 
* C3 mission and organization studies 
* C3 system~ :u-chitecture and systems engineering 
* C3 systems evaluation and experimentation 
* High band-width networks for mobile communications 
FACL .... TY: 
* Interdisciplinary group of 20 from various departments, 5 with Secret and 15 with 
Top Secret clearances 
* 11 years average service at NPS 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Special Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) 
* Systems Technology Laboratory 
* Secure Systems Technology Laboratory 
RESEARCH: $0.4 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes 
* N-6 (Director, Space and Electronic Warfare) 
- Systems Technology Lab 
- Secure Systetru Technology Lab 
* OPTEVFOR (Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force) 
-UFO Satellite System Evaluation 
* NDU (National Defense University) 
-Case Studies in Military Decision Making 
* ONR (Office of Naval Research) 
- Computer-Aided Prototyping System 
-High Speed Networks 
6 
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CURRICULUM (591) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Navy Space Systems Division, Chief of Naval Operations 
* Commander, Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 77P, USMC MOS 9666, & USA MOS 21: 
* Provide line officers with the physical and technical principles governing the military 
utilization of space systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Interdisciplinary curriculum with course work in three major core areas: computers 
and information systems; communications and sensors; and space sciences and systems 
* Six week experience tour in a government design and engineering laboratory defining a 
thesis problem 
* Six emphasis areas leading to separate degrees: Computer Science; Physics; 
Mathematics; Astronautical Engineering; Electrical and Computer Engineering; 
Mechanical Engineering 
MIUT ARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Military Applications of Space (TOP SECRET) 
* Remote Sensing 
* Defense Systems Acquisition 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Microprocessors for Space 
* Spacecraft Dynamics 






" An Expert System for Processing Uncorrelated Satellite Tracks" 
" Dual-Beam Multiple Wavelength Light Transmittance Measurement for Panicle 
Sizing in Rocket Exhaust Plumes" 
" Analysis of Radiation Damaged and Annealed Gallium Arsenide and Indium 
Phosphide Solar Cells Using Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy" 
" Parametric Analysis of the Aerobang Orbital Plane Change Maneuver" 
" Ionospheric Photoelectronics Measured at Geosynchronous Orbit" 
" Thruster Optimization and Performance Evaluation on the Flexible Spacecraft 
Simulator" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 27 
* USN 21, USA 2, USMC 1, DoD Civilian 3 
7 
SPACE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS CURRICULUM Q66) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS: 
* Navy Space Systems Division 
* Naval Space Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 76P, USMC MOS 9620 & USA MOS 21: 
* Provide warfighters with the physical and operational principles governing the military 
utilization of space systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Interdisciplinary curriculum with course work in four major core areas (computers and 
information systems, communications and sensors, operations analysis, and space 
sciences and systems) 
* Six week experience tour in a military analysis organization defining a thesis problem 
* Eight emphasis areas: Computer Science; Information Systems; Space Sciences; 
Communic. .tions Engineering; Operations Analysis; Operational Intelligence; Strategic 
Planning; Systems Acquisition 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
"' . -.traduction to Space (SECRET) 
* C3 Missions and Organizations (SECRET) 
* Military Applications of Space (TOP SECRET) 
* Simulation and W argaming {SECRET) 
* Decisions and Space Systems (TOP SECRET) 
"' Military Operations in Space (TOP SECRET) 
* Remote Sensing 
* Spacecraft Systems 
* Communications System Analysis 
* Defense Systems Acquisition 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Software Engineering to Government Standards 
. EPRESENT ATIVE THESES: 
"' " SEW Implementation in Battle Group Operations" 
"' " Imagery Dissemination in Support of Naval Operations" 
* " Techniques for Collection of Spread Spectrum Signals" 
* " Air Defense Lethality: Counter-space Operations and 
Technologies" 
* " Battle Group Utilization of National Systems" 
* " Satellite Cuing for Theater Ballistic Missile Defense" 
* " Use of GPS to Support the National Tracking Center" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 23 
"'USN 19, USA 2, USMC 2 
8 
SPACE SYSTEMS ACADEMIC GROUP 
The Space Systems Academic Group (SSAG) is an interdisciplinary association providing 
direction and guidance for graduate-level instruction in Space Systems Engineering and 
Space Systems Operations. In addition to a small number of full-time faculty, the SSAG 
relies on faculty and facilities support from the Departments of Aeronautical and 
Astronautical Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering, Meteorology, Oceanography, Operations Research, 
Physics, and Systems Management. In developing this expertise and providing support to 
student theses, the group has built a military satellite laboratory. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Space Systems Engineering 
* Space Systems Operations 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Military applications of space 
* Remote sensing 
* Command and Control Warfare 
* Small satellite design 
* Cryocoolers and thermoacoustic refrigerators 
* Thin-film ferroelectric memories 
FACULTY: 
* Interdisciplinary group of 21 from various departments, 7 with Secret and 13 with Top 
Secret clearances 
* 9 years average service at NPS 
* 2 Al.AA fellows and 5 Al.AA technical committee members 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Spacecraft Integration and Testing Lab 
* Radiation Effects and Solar Simulation Lab 
* Satellite Ground Station 
* Precision Fabrication Facility 
* Space Systems Computing Facility (SCIF) 
* FL TSATCOM Satellite Lab 
* Spacecraft Attitude Dynamics and Control Lab 
* Spacecraft Environmental Simulation and Testing Lab 
RESEARCH: $0.65 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes 
* SPA WAR (Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command) 
- Spacecraft Technology 
- Computer Memory Technology in Space 
- Acoustics in Space 
* SAF (Secretary of the Air Force) 
- Space Systems Academic Group Research 
* ONR (Office of Naval Research) 
- F erroelectrics 
9 
DEFENSE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT FOR USMC AND ALLIED OFFICERS (817 & 
8171) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Defense Security Assistance Agency 
* Marine Corp Headquaners, Programs and Requirements 
OBJECTIVE FOR USMC MOS 9652 
* Provide USMC officers, selected officers and civilian employees in defense agencies of 
allied countries with an advanced education in the fundamental concepts, methods, and 
analytical techniques necessary for effective defense systems management 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Courses in four subject areas in the fundamentals uanagement: financial 
management, economic analysis, quantitative methoJs and management and strategy 
* Specializations in logtMlCS, financial, human resources, leadership and organization, or 
manpower and personnel analysis 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Financial Management in the Armed Forces 
* Systems Acquisition and Project Management 
* Cost Estimation 
* Management Systems and Strategy 
* Total Quality Leadership in the Military 
* Joint Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) (USMC only) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Cumparative Au.alysis of Operational Test and Evaluation between the U.S. Navy 
and the Royal Australian Navy" 
* " The Suitability of Award Fee Contracting for the Israeli Ministry of Defense" 
* " Recruitment of Quality Soldiers for the Pakistan Army" 
* " Changing NA .. :J: A Strategic Dec. ,on for Turkey in the 1990s" 
* " Applicability of Total Quality Metnods to the Hellenic Navy" 
* " Cost Benefit Analysis of USMC Comoined Arms Regiments 
Vehicles Options" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 6 USMC and 10 International Officer Students 
from: Australia, ]ap :.:1 , Germany, Indonesia, Taiwan, Colombia, 
Greece, Turkey, Venezuela, Israel, Brazil, Peru, Korea, 
Argentina, Pakistan, Thailand 
10 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM (370} 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Computer and Telecommunications Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 89P, USMC MOS 9648, & USA MOS 53: 
* Educate officers for designation as information technology management subspecialists -
experts in information systems engineering and management ashore and afloat 
* Provide information technology management to officers from other services and 
countnes 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Interdisciplinary integration of economics, financial management, statistics, operations 
research, computer science, information technology, telecommunications systems, 
communications engineering, and management disciplines into an intellectual 
framework for the efficient and effective engineering and management of information 
technology, systems, and activities 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
*Ada 
* Economic Evaluation of Information Systems 
* Communications Systems (SECRET) 
* Navy Telecommunications Systems (SECRET) 
* T elecommunicacions Networks 
* Financial Management in the Armed Forces 
* Automated Data Processing Acquisition 
* Computer Security 
*Informacion Resources Management in DoN/DoD 
* Software Engineering to Government Standards 
* Data Center Management Within DoD 
* Military Applications of Knowledge-Based Systems and AI 







" Multimedia in Military Education and Training" 
" Requirements for Prehostility C2 Warfare Target Sets" 
" Tactical Route Planning Using A Genetic Algorithm" 
" MK92 Fire Control System Expert System Maintenance Advisor" 
" Bureau of Medicine and Surgery Executive Information System" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 77 
* 60 USN, 9 USMC, 2 USA, 2 USCG, 4 Internationals 
11 
TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM (813) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Supply Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SC D-SPECIAL TY CODE 1304P: 
* Provide high quality, militarily-relevant graduate education in transportation 
management to selected Navy Supply Corps officers 
* Prepare these officers for successful tours as transportation professionals in support of 
Navy and Defense Logistics Agency supply missions 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Emphasis on commercial and defense transportation systems, Naval fleet logistics 
support, material and physical distribution management, acquisition of weapon 
systems, program management, contract management, and budgeting and financial 
controls for providing transportation resources, for the movement of Navy and DLA 
material 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Domestic Transportation Manager ··nt 
* International Transportation Man: -aent 
>¢· Defense Transportation Systems (~ .... .::RET) 
, Introduction to Naval Logistics 
* Logistics in Naval Warfare 
* Mate~ !al Logistics 
* Inventory Management 
* Materials Handling Systems Design 
* Financial M.anagement in the Armed Forces 
* Systems Acquisition and Project Management 
* Contract Management 











Safety in Petroleum Movement: Is Enough Being Done to Protect the 
Environment?" 
Analysis of NIST ARS Shipping Policy" 
Role of the Inland Waterways System During Mobilization" 
Analysis of the Navy's Use of Rail Transportati0u" 
The Feasibility of Radio Frequency Identificati••n m Logistics Applications" 
Quicktrans and AlteMative Commercial Transportation" 
Transportation Pricing Policy for Foreign Military Sales" 
Analysis of Military Cost Cutting Initiatives Identified During the Defense 
Management Review Process" 
Containerization of Unit Equipment During Surge Deployments" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 4 US!' 
12 
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM (814) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Navy Military Sealift Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 35P & USA MOS 90: 
* Provide high quality, militarily-relevant graduate education in transportation 
management to selected Navy line and Army officers 
* Prepare officers for successful tours as transportation professionals within the Navy's 
Military Sealift Command and the Army's Transportation Corps 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Emphasis on commercial and defense transportation systems, Naval fleet logistics 
support, production management, civilian personnd management, program 
management for acquisition of CLF ships, contract management, and budgeting for 
providing CLF ships and to obtain transportation resources for contingencies 
MIUT AR Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Domestic Transportation Management 
* International Transportation Management 
* Defense Transportation Systems (SECRET) 
* Material Logistics 
* Materials Handling Systems Design 
* Financial Management in the Armed Forces 
* Systems Acquisition and Project Management 
* Contract Management 
* Personnel Management Processes 










" An Analysis of the Navy Organic Airlift System" 
" Strategic Sealift: Decisions Today to Ensure Tomorrow" 
" Analysis of Alternatives for Obtaining Roll On/Roll Off Vessels for Surge Sealift 
Requirements" 
" Joint Operation Planning and Execution" 
" Double-Stack Containers: Changing Intermodalism" 
" Ammunition Containerization: A Review of Current Efforts" 
" An Analysis of the Mobility Requirements Study" 
" Ocean Venture: An Assessment of Maritime Prepositioning" 
" Logistics Over the Shore Instream Offload Exercise" 
" Evaluating the Trade-Offs Inherent in Strategic Sealift for Lifting DoD's Outsize 
Cargo" 
AVERAGE STUDENT INPUT: 5 
* 4 USN, 1 USA 
13 
SYSTEMS INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (819) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Supply Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-S1 ECIAL TY CODE 1302P: 
* Provide selected Navy Supply Corps officers with skills in Navy inventory and supply 
management 
* Prepare these officers for successful tours as supply system professions in both the 
Navy and Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Emphasis on inventory models and their use in the management of inventories of spare 
and repair parts by the Navy and Defense Logistics Agency 
* Integrated logistics support, material and physical distribution management, contract 
management, and budgetinco and financial controls for providing supply and other 
logistics support for wear vstems 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Inventory Models 
* Seminar in Supply Syster 
* Material Logistics 
* Financial Management in the Armed Forces 
* Simulation Modeling for Managerial Decision Making 
* Contract Management 
* Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Allocating the Increased Operational Costs in Retail Prices at the Defense 
Electronics Supply Center as a Result of Defense Management Report Decision 
901" 
* " A Regression Analysis for Unit Costing at NAVSUP Activities" 
* " An Expert System for Managing Storage Space Constraints Aboard United States 
Naval Vessels" 
* " Special Tooling Disposition for Aircraft Entering Post Production Support" 
* " Wholesale Level Reorder Point and Reorder Quantity" 
* " An Analysis of Specific Cognizance Symbol Material in the Advanced Traceability 
and Control (ATAC) Program 
* " A Model for Evaluating Vector Proposals f, .. :1ce and Lead Time" 
* " DLA Stock Location Policy- A Case Study oi High Priority" 
AVERAGE STUDENT INPUT: 6 USN 
14 
MATERIAL LOGISTICS SUPPORT MANAGEMENT {827) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Air Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 32P, USMC MOS 9662 & Army MOS 90: 
* Provide high quality, military-relevant graduate education in logistics suppon 
management to selected Navy and other service officers 
* Prepare these officers for successful tours as logistics support professionals 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Emphasis on integrated logistics support, material and physical distribution 
management, management of production systems, acquisition of weapon systems, 
program management, contract management, and budgeting and financial controls for 
providing logistics support for weapon systems 
MIUT AR Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Logistics Engineering 
* Material Logistics 
* Production Management 
* Financial Management in the Armed Forces 
* Systems Acquisition and Project Management 
* Contract Management 
* Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
" Analysis of Consolidation of Intermediate Level Maintenance for Atlantic Fleet 
TZOO-GE-401 Engines" 
" Just-In-Time Inventory Management: Application and 
Recommendations for Naval Hospital, Oakland" 




Intermediate Supply Level" 
" Consolidating Naval and Air Force Aviation Depots" 
" Spreadsheet Techniques for Logistics Decision Support" 
" The Costs and Benefits in Improving the }52 Fuel" 
" Analysis of the Costs and Benefits in Improving the }52 Flue Pump Main Gear 
Spline Drive Under the Aircraft Engine Component Improvement Program (CIP)" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 25 
*USN 19, USMC 4, USA 2 
15 
ACQUISITION AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT (815) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Deputy to As~:~tant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development and Acquisition) 
for acquisition 1 olicy, integrity and al:countability 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 1306P, USMC MOS 9656 & USA MOS 97: 
* Provide military officers and government civilians an advanced education the 
fundamental concepts, methodologies, and analytical techniques necessary for 
management of contracting in defer.se acquisition work force 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core courses which provide the fundamental disciplines critical to developing the skills 
for managing in today's environment 
* Acquisition and contracting courses which provide a solid theoretical and practical 
foundation for managing the Department of Defense (DOD) aco !tlon process 
* Formulation and execution of acquisition policies, strategies, plat cl.lld procedures; 
intimate knowledge of buying organizations and government procurement decision-
making bodies; the system life cycle including requirements determination, funding, 
contracting, ownership, and deposal; methods of contracting; business philosophy, 
concepts and methodologies of private industry; contract types and their application; 
contract negotiations; and managt '"lent of the field contracting, contract administration 
processes 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Contract Pricing and Negotiation 
* Contract Administration 
* Acqu · ; tion Management 
* Cont. :ting for Major Systems 
* Seminar for Contracting Students 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning {SECRE';) 
KEPRESENT ATIVE THESES: 
* " Policy Decisions for Strategic Shipyard Survival" 
* " Identification of Early Warning Signal Prior to Contractor Default" 
* " Mentor-Protege Program for Government Procurement" 
* " Evaluation of DOD Contractor Risk Assessment Guide" 
* " Spare Parts Non-Availability: Identification of Impediments 
to Spares Acquisition" 
* " Should the Defense Fuel Supply Center Trade in the Futures luarket?" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 40 
*USN 21, USMC 9, USA 10 
16 
SYSTEMS ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT {816) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Military Deputy to Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and 
Acquisition) 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE AS lP, USMC MOS 9657 & USA MOS 51: 
* Provide military officers and Government civilians an advanced education in the 
fundamental concepts, methodologies, and analytical techniques necessary for the 
program management of major defense systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core courses critical to developing the necessary skills for managing the acquisition of 
major defense systems 
* Program management courses providing theoretical and practical foundation for 
managing the DoD acquisition process 
* Acquisition management and program acquisition policy, private industry business 
concepts, design process for requirements determination, funding and budgeting, 
procurement and contracting, systems engineering, quality assurance, integrated 
logistics support, and disposal; program management concepts, functions, techniques 
and problems, tradeoff analysis; performance measurement; and systems effectiveness 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Systems Acquisition and Program Management 
* Test and Evaluation 
* Logistics Engineering 
* Quality Assurance and Reliability Methods 
* Principles of Systems Engineering 
* Program Management Policy and Control 
* Acquisition of Embedded Weapon Systems Software 
* Financial Management in the Armed Forces 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
.. 
" Software Reuse and the Army Program Development Process" 
" Modeling and Simulation on the Army Acquisition Process" 
" Avenger Air Defense System: An Examination of the 
Nondevelopmental Item Acquisition Strategy" 
* " Team Performance in the Army Acquisition Project Office" 
" Implementing C/SCSC Concepts at Army Depots" .. 
.. 
.. 
" An Analysis for Preserving the Tank Industrial Base" 
" The Effects on Weapon Systems' Predictability of Suspending System 
Development" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 59 
* USN 2, USMC 5, USA 50, International 2 
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FINt ._,.,lCIAL MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM {837) 
SPONSORING ORGA?,HZA TION: 
* Director, Off;: e of i l- vy Budget and Repons 
OBJECTIVE FO h. NA :ODE 3 . P & USMC MOS 9644: 
* Educate financial m .. 
federal organizations. 
rs for the Depanment of the Navy and other military and 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Education in four subject areas: fundamentals of management: financial management-
financial accounting, managerial accounting, federal budget process; economic analysis; 
quantitative analysis; and management and strategy 
MILITP "/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Fina:._ • .U management in the Armed Forces 
* Cost manage::tent 
* Systems acqu1sition and project management 
* Internal control and auditing 
* Management systems and strategy 
* Total quality leadership in the military 
* Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " A Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis of Alternative Anti-Surface Warfare 
Platforms" 
* " T ""reign Currency Fluctuation Allowances in the Depanment of Defense 
Acquisition Appropriations" 
* " An Analysis of the Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) Model" 
* " Budgeting and Investing in the Military Retirement Fund" 
* " An Analysis of Obligation Patterns for the Depanment of Defense Operations and 
Maintenance Appropriations" 
* " T he- Impact of the Establishment of the Defense Health Program" 
* " Po ropriation on the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System Within the 
r mment of Defense" 
* " f .. a.lysis of the Twa. Tier Cost Structure for Aviation Jet Fuels on the Naval 
Reserve's C-9 Airlift Services Program" 
AVERAGE STUDENT INPUT: 42 
* USN 36, USMC 3, USCG 1, International 2 
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MANPOWER. PERSONNEL AND TRAINING ANALYSIS (MPT A) (847) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Chief of Naval Personnel 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 33P & USMC MOS 9640: 
* Prepare officers for leadership roles dealing with the Department of the Navy (DoN) 
and the Department of Defense (DoD) manpower, personnel, and training (MPT) 
policy development, management and analyses. 
* Develop an understanding of MPT concepts and functional areas, the ability to apply 
management principles within an MPT context, the ability to use quantitative 
techniques and military data bases in evaluating MPT plans and policies 
* Develop an understanding of the military's budgetary processes, and the ability to plan, 
develop, apply and assess studies supporting the Navy's MPT system. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Courses in financial management, economic analysis, quantitative analysis and 
management and strategy 
* Courses in manpower modeling, personnel models, personnel selection and evaluation, 
and manpower data analysis 
MIUT AR Y/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Manpower Economics 
* Multivariate Manpower Analysis 
* Personnel Processes 
* Manpower and Personnel Models 
* Manpower/personnel Policy Analysis 
* Seminar in MPT A issues 












A Multivariate Analysis of the Effects of the VSIISSB Separation Bonus Program 
on Navy Enlisted Personnel" 
An Analysis of the Navy's PCS Planning Process and Move Forecasting Model" 
An Analysis of the Propensity for Nontraditional Occupations Among Civilian 
and Navy Women" 
The Impact of Force Reductions on Promotions in the Navy Medical Service 
Corps" 
An Analysis of Navy Recruiting Command's Officer Goaling Models" 
AFQT Score Forecasting Models for Regional Estimation of Qualified Military 
Available Population" 
An Analysis of the Relative Productivity of Naval Officers from Different 
Accession Sources" 
AVERAGE STUDENT INPUT: 23 
* USN 15, USMC 3, International 5 
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SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT PEP AR TMENT 
The Department of Systems Management provides defense-oriented graduate-level 
instruction in the foundation disciplines of management and economics as well as the broad 
range of specialty management disciplines, including acquisition and contracting, public 
budgeting, information systems, logistics, manpower analysis, and transportation. A high-
quality faculty split their time between teaching officer-students and conducting basic and 
applied rese.arch for sponsors for all four services, and OSD. In its efforts to increase its 
service to DoD, the department has established the Institute for Defense Education and 
Analysis (IDEA) through a formal partnership with the Defense Business Management 
University (DBMU). IDEA has established clnse partner-like relationships with several 
defense organizations aimed at applying the department's instructional and research 
expertise to its partners' specialized needs. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Acquisition & Contract Management 
* Defense Systems Analysis 
* Fi· ancial Management 
* Information Technology Management 
* Manpower, Personnel, & Training Analysis 
* Material Logistics Support Management 
* Resource Planning and Management for Internation.al Defense 
* Systems Acquisition Management 
* Systems Inventory Management 
* Transportation Logistics Management 
><·Joint Command, Control, and Communications 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Defense acquisition and contracting policies 
* Defense budgeting and financial reporting 
* Defense logistics systems design and evaluation 
* Defense telecommunications systems 
* Defense transportation systems effectiveness 
J(. Information system design in the military 
* Military manpower planning and analysis 
* Military recruiting and enlistment 
~ Strategic sealift contingencies & mobilization 
FACULTY: 
* 71 including 10 military, 35 with Secret and 4 with Top Secret clearances 
* 9 years average service at NPS 




* Multi-Media Computer Lab 
* Computer Metrics Research Lab 
* Video-Studio Classrooms 
* Acquisition & Contracting Management Library 
* Total Quality Management Resource Center 
* Defense Manpower Data Center Databases and Expertise 
* Defense Institute for Training Resources Analyses Data and Expertise 
* Personnel Security Research Center Data and Staff Expertise 
RESEARCH: $4 million reimbursable funded in 1993 includes 
* BUMED (Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery) 
- Navy Executive Management Education Program 
* (NDU) National Defense University 
- Coalition Command and Control 
- Interoperability 
* U.S. Coast Guard 
- Integrated Modeling Environment 
-Fleet Mix Planning 
* BUPERS (Navy Bureau of Personnel) 
-Military Personnel Training and Analysis 
- DoD Drug Demand Reduction Programs 
* U.S. Space Command 
- Military Satellite Requirements Database 
* OSD/Net Assessment 
-Potential Military Rivals: Technological, Economic, and Operational Considerations 
* NA VSEA (Naval Sea Systems Command) 
- Ship Maintenance and Repair 
* NOSC (Naval Ocean Systems Center) 
-Military Decision Making 
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AREA STUDIES CURRICULA (681-684) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Deputy Chief of Naval Operations; Plans, Policy & Operations 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODES 21-24P, USMC MOS 9676 & USA MOS 48: 
* Educate unrestricted line officers in U.S. foreign policy objectives and the role of 
military power in achieving them. 
* Specialize in one of four regional areas, developing expertise in security issues and 
policy relevant to that area. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Initial focus on history, culture and religion of specific region or country. Advanced 
study addresses intricacies of economic, political, and military structures and 
institutions of specific countries 
* Tailored programs in all world regions except for Sub- Saharan Africa 
* Programs may include study in language of the area at Defense Language Institute 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Military and Politics in Developing World 
* International Naval Power and Policy 
* Congress in U.S. National Security Policy 
* International Terrorism 
* Advanced Seminars on Security Issues in Specific Regions 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Conventional Arms Export Coatrols in Central Europe" 
* " An Alternative American Foreign Policy for Ukraine" 
* " Islamic Resurgence in Ataturk's Turkey: An Analysis of Political and Social 
Elements" 
AVERAGE STUDENT INPUT: 63 
* USN 32, USMC 2, USA 26, International 2 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND 
NEGOTIATIONS CURRICULUM (688) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
><· Deputy Chief of Naval Operations; Plans, Policy & Operations 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 28P & USA MOS 48: 
* Educate unrestricted line officers in both general and nuclear strategic planning, and 
international organizations and negotiations. 
* Focus on the evolutionary history of the planning process, strategies for national 
security, maritime strategy, and management/planning systems as they relate to 
international organizations and challenges as they relate to the future security 
environment 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Courses include general and nuclear strategic planning; international negotiations; 
interdisciplinary study with area studies, intelligence, operations research, and systems 
management 
* Strong emphasis on methodology, gaming and simulation, and integration of area 
studies with U.S. national security decision-making processes 
* An eight quarter program culminating in thoroughly researched theses on key issues in 
U.S. security policy 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning {SECRET) 
* Role of Congress in U.S. National Security Policy 
* Principles of Joint Operational Intelligence (TOP SECRET) 
* Nuclear Strategy and National Security {SECRET) 
* International Naval Power and Policy 
* Seminar in Nuclear Strategy {SECRET) 
* Seminar in Strategic Planning {SECRET) 
* Seminar in Intelligence and Threat Analysis {SECRET) 








Adaptive Force Packaging (AJFP): A Critical Analysis" 
Sealift and the U.S. Merchant Marine: Vulnerabilities and Implications for 
Defense" 
The Navy and Jointness: No Longer Reluctant Partners?" 
Toward A New Strategic Framework: A Unified Command Plan for the New 
World Order" 
The 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention, A Model for the New Non-
Proliferation Treaty?" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 18 
* USN 16, USA 1, International! 
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT CURRICULUM (699) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* U.S. Special Operations Command, Naval Special Warfare Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 29P, USMC MOS 9676, USA MOS 39 & 
AFSC 14N3B: 
* Educate unrestricted line officers in the conflict spectrum below general conventional 
war 
* Focus on international terrorism, the theory and practice of social revolution, ethnic 
conflict, the political roles of military power, and the political role of military 
establishments in the developing world 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core courses to promote exposure to literature and analysis dealing with all aspects of 
rev cion, terrorism, and special operations 
* Sen.. of courses dealing with insurrections and revolutions in Asia, Latin America, and 
thl Middle East 
* Wide-ranging and active speakers program bringing scholars and practitioners together 
with students 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Colloquium in Contemporary Special Operations (TOP SECRET) 
* Military and Politics in Developing World 
* Role of Congress in U.S. National Security Policy 
* International Terrorism 
* Deterrence, Compellence and Crisis Managemt-nt 
* Regional Seminars in Low Intensity Conflict: M:ddle East; Latin America; or Asia 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Theory of Special Operations" 
* " International and Regional Trends in Maritime Piracy" 
* " On the Run: The Inherent Disadvantages of Underground Organizations" 
* " Political Ethnicity: A Paradigm for Conflict Analysis" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 22 
*USN 7, USMC 2, USA 10, USAF 2, Civilian 1 
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INTELLIGENCE CURRICULUM (825) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Director of Naval Intelligence 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 17P: 
* Educate officers in the academic disciplines that support joint intelligence 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Three Specializations: 
- Scientific and Technical Intelligence 
- Regional Intelligence (with Defense Language Institute) 
- Operational Intelligence 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Principles of Joint Operational Intelligence (TOP SECRET) 
* Nuclear Strategy (SECRET) 
* Human Intelligence (SECRET) 
* Foreign Intelligence Services (SECRET) 
* Seminar in Joint Intel Support to Crisis Operations (TOP SECRET) 
* Seminar in Intelligence and Threat Analysis 
* Seminar in Security Assistance and Arms Transfer 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " The U.S. Navy and Jointness: Reluctant Partners?" 
* " Naval Arms Control: A Post Cold War Reappraisal" 
* " Deterring Nuclear-Armed Third World Dictators" 
* " Responding to Third World Air Defense Systems" 
* " Multi-Spectral Imagery as a Tool for Naval Operations" 
* " The Technology Revolution at Sea" 
* " Ukraine: Independent Weapons Capability Rising" 
* " A Critical Appraisal of Target Development" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 12 USN 
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RESOURCE PLANNING AJ'\D MANAGEMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEFENSE (820) 
SPONSORING ·3ANIZA TION: 
* Defense Secu · Assistance Agency 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Provide selected officers and civilian employees in defense agencies of allied countries 
with advanced education in the fundamental concepts, methods, and analytical 
techniques necessary for effective defense resource planning and management 
DE:- ~RJPTION: 
* . . 1terdisciplinary program in the management of financial, material and human 
resources, economic analysis, domestic and international political institutions, civil 
military relations, and the role of international law 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Public Policy and Budgeting 
* American National Security Policy 
* Military and Politics in the Developing World 
* Role of Congress in U.S. National Security Policy 
* Seminar on Regional ~~c.:urity Planning Problems 
* Strategic Management 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
,. " The Future of the Turkey-Iran Relationship" 
" Poland in NATO: A Case Study of Foreign Policy-Making" 
* " Prospects for Unification ot North African Countries" 
* " Improving Mexican Relations Regarding Drug Trafficking" 
* " Appraisal of U.S. Security Assistance to Turkey: 20 Years" 
* " Human Resource Planning the Public Sector in Zimbabwe" 
* " The Changing Civil-Military Relationship in Bangladesh" 
* " The Somalia Expedition: The Study of U.N. Decision- making Process" 
ANN~~ . STUDENT INPUT: 20 International officer students from: 
Indc .a, Chili, Philippines, Poland, Turkey, Tunisia, Senegal, Nigeria, Uruguay, 
Mex.11 .. -.. , Korea, Thailand, Botswana, Zimbabwe 
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NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT 
The Department of National Security Affairs offers tailored, interdisciplinary and intensive 
graduate-level education in strategic planning, area studies, intelligence, special operations & 
low intensity conflict, and resource planning and management for international defense. 
Thesis topics are supervised by faculty actively engaged in research on similar policy 
relevant issues. The students enrolled in the programs come from the four services, civilian 
agencies, and twenty foreign countries. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Strategic Planning, International Organizations and Negotiations 
* Area Studies 
* Intelligence 
* Special Operations & Low Intensity Conflict 
* Resource Planning and Management for International Defense 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Political/Military Affairs in the United States and Abroad 
* Technical, Operational, and Human Intelligence 
* Terrorism and Political Violence 
* International Security Relations 
* Civil/Military Relations in New Democracies 
FACULTY: 
* 27 including 2 military: 10 Secret, 12 Top Secret clearances 
* 1993 productivity: 77 theses, 61 journal articles, 28 chapters in books, 1 book, 1 edited 
book 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Classified War Games 
* Classified Data Bases 
* Extensive National Security and Defense Data Bases 
RESEARCH: $0.6 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes 
* OSD/Net Assessment 
- Analytical Trends in the Military-Technical Revolution 
* OSD/Regional Security 
- Iberian Defense Policies 
* Naval Security Group 
-Military Doctrines in the Post-Soviet Security Environment 
-Domestic Sources of Iranian Security Policy 
* Army Research Institute 
- Peace Suppon Operations 
* Office of Naval Intelligence 
- Violence at Sea Database 
* U.S. Special Operations Command 
- Special Operations/Low Intensity Conflict 
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~ !PERA TIO!'r~ ANALYSIS CURRICULUM (360) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS: 
* Director Asc;essment Division, OPNA V 
*Deputy G•_ for Combined Arms, TRADOC 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 42P, USMC MOS 9650 & USA MOS 49: 
* Provide the technical and managerial skills needed to create and sustain efficient, cost 
effective, and fully combat ready military organizations 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core courses in mathematics, probability, statistics optimization, economics, computer 
programming, and human factors 
* Six weeks experience tour in a military analysis organization defining a thesis problem 
* Military Operations Research Courses in one of nine specializations - Advanced 
Modeling; Artificial Intelligence; Human Factors; Inventory & Supply; Land Combat; 
Medical Services; Naval Warfare; Systems Analysis 
MIUT AR Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Search and Detection 
* Test and Evaluation 
* Tactical Decision Aids 
* Wargaming Analysis (SECRET) 
* Campaign Anal,,s~s (SECRET) 
* Operations ResL~··:h in Naval Warfare 
* Logistics in Naval Warfare (SECRET) 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
*Joint Warfare Analysis 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Optimizing Minefield Planning and Clearance" 
* " A Naval Shipyard Optimal Drydock Loading Model" 
* " HARM Effectiveness in Operation Des en Storm" 
* " Improved Torpedo Evasion Guidance for Submarines" 
* " Aircraft Identification Using Non-Cooperative Target Cognition System" 
* " Jecision Suppon Aid for Navy Enlisted Strength Planr.ing" 
* " An Optimization Model for Army Planning and Progr"rnming" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 68 
* USN 35, USMC 8, USA 15, International 10 
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OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS CURRICULUM (361) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Logistics 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 43P: 
* Provide technical and managerial skills needed to perform quantitative analyses of 
Navy and Joint operational logistics problems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core courses in mathematics, probability, statistics, optimization, economics, computer 
programming, and human factors 
* Six weeks experience tour in a military analysis organization defining a thesis problem 
* Courses in Joint and Navy logistics deployment and sustainment 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Introduction to Naval Logistics 
* Defense Transportation System (SECRET) 
* Logistics in Naval Warfare (SECRET) 
* Combat Models 
* Operational Logistics Models (SECRET) 
* W argaming Analysis (SECRET) 
* Campaign Analysis {SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
" Battle Group Tactical Rearming" 
" Surge and Sustainment Simulation" 
" CINCPACFLT Force Sustainment Requirements" 
" Alternatives for Manning the Combat Logistics Ships" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 17 USN 
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH PEP AR TMENT 
The Operations Research Department provides a carefully structured, graduate-level 
education in statistics and data analysis, probability, optimization, modeling and simulation, 
with emphasis on applications to military planning, doctrine, tactics, training, and 
procurement issues. The department has also developed and teaches graduate level courses 
in military operations research that cover such topics as search and detection, campaign 
analysis, combat modeling, test and evaluation, and cost and operational effectiveness 
analysis. Student thesis work is supervised by a faculty actively engaged in research on 
these topics, sponsored by various USN, USAF, USA, USMC, DOD, and NSF programs. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Operations Analysis 
* Operational Logistics 
* Undersea Warfare 
*Joint Command Control and Communications 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Combat Models, Simulations, and War Games 
* Campaign Planning and Analysis 
* Battle Group Logistics and Supply 
* Search and Detection Models 
* Operational Test and Evaluation 
* Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis 
* Tactical Decision Aids 
FACULTY: 
* 44 with 11 military: 32 with Secret, 12 with Top Secret clearances 
* 4 Institute of Mathematical Statistics Fellows, 3 American Statistical Association 
Fellows, 1 Military Operations Research Fellow, 1 American Association for 
Advancement of Science Fellow, 3 International Statistical Institute Elected Members, 1 
Royal Statistical Society Elected Member, 1 Board of Directors of the Military Conflict 
Institute, 11 Journal Editors/Associate Editors 
* 15 years average service at NPS 
* 1993 productivity: 70 theses, 23 technical reports, 19 journal articles, 14 proceedings 
papers, 51 presentations 
LABORA TORIES/SPECIAUZED RESOURCES: 
* Secure Warfare Analysis and Research Lab C:W ARLAB) 
* Secure Theater Ballistic Missile Defense Lab 
* Human Systems Integration Lab 
* Optimization Lab 
* Simulation and Modeling Lab 
,.. US Army Training and Doctrine Center 
* Joint Warfare Analysis Center 
* Defense Institute for Training Resources and Analyses 
30 
RESEARCH: $1.7 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes 
* AFOSR (Air Force Office of Scientific Research) 
- Optimization of Munitions Planning 
* Army Base Realignment and Closure Office 
- Optimally Stationing Units to Bases 
* Army Training and Doctrine Command 
-National Training Center Combat Analysis 
*Army Training Command 
- Allocating Recruiting and Advertising Resources 
* Joint Staff 
- Future Theater Level Model 
* NSA (National Security Agency) 
- Optimization and Modeling 
* BMDO (Ballistic Missile Defense Organization) 
- Theater and Defense Modeling 
* Naval Surface Warfare Center 
- Effectiveness of Munitions 
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM {380) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* U.S. Naval Academy Der "!.'1:ment of Mathematics 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY Cu DE 41P, USMC MOS 9670 & USA MOS 49: 
* Educate selected officers to deal with the problems of fundamental and applied research 
and analysis in applied mathematics 
* Prepare sc · ~cted officers to instruct courses in mathematics at the undergraduate 
military service academies 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core courses in analysis, differential equations, linear algebra, probability, statistics, and 
numerical analysis 
* Six Specializations: Numerical Analysis and Scientific Computation, Operations 
Analysis, Applied (Physical) Analysis, Discrete Models, Intelligence, and Theoretical 
Analysis 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
* Combat Modeling 
* Undersea \V arfare 
* Satellite Orbit Prediction 











fur Force Space Co'"unand Satellite Orbit Predictor" 
Mathematical Model and Analysis of the Tactical Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
(TUGV) Using Computer Simulation" 
Resonant Interaction of a Submarine's Wake With a Stratified Fluid" 
Using Computers in Integral Calculus Instruction" 
Theoretical Basis for State Vectors Comparison, Relative Position Display, and 
Relative Position/ Rendezvous Prediction (Used on Space Shuttle Discovery 
Mission Sts-51)" 
Comparison of Orbit Propagators in R&D Goddard Trajectory Determination 
System" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 8 
* 5 USN & USMC, 3 USA 
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MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
The Department of Mathematics exists to serve all of the technical curricula at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. Courses offered range from calculus through graduate level 
mathematics courses supporting advanced students and Ph.D. minors from other curricula, 
as well as supporting our own curriculum. The faculty perform research in various applied 
disciplines and direct student theses in several curricula, as well as supporting our own 
curriculum. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULUM SUPPORTED: 
* Applied Mathematics 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Combat Modeling 
* Undersea Warfare 
* Satellite Orbit Prediction 
* Electronic Warfare 
* Cryptography 
FACULTY: 
* 24: 13 with Secret and 1 with Top Secret clearances 
* 11 years average experience at NPS 
* 1 National Research Council Fellow 
* 1993 productivity: 17 theses, 18 technical reports, 21 journal articles, 13 conference 
papers, 22 conference presentations 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Workstation Networks 
* Parallel Processor 
* Specialized Software 
* U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Center 
RESEARCH: $0.5 million reimbursable funded in 1993 includes 
* ONR (Office of Naval Research) 
- Convection in Welding 
* NA VSP ACECOM (Naval Space Command) 
- Orbit Prediction on Parallel Computers 
* NSWC (Naval Surface Weapons Center) 
- Tripping of Thin Walled Plating Stiffeners 
* US Army Training and Doctrine Command 
- Javelin/TUGV Model-Test-Model, Audio Detection 
* National Science Foundation 
- Multilinear Extensions of Games 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE CURRICULUM (368) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Computer and Telecommunications Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 91P, USMC M S 9646 & USA MOS 53: 
* Provide the officer with the technical knowledge and skills necessa ' to specify, 
evaluate, and manage computer system design for hardware, software, and firmware in 
applications ranging from data processing to tactical embedded systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core disciplines of Computer Science 
* Six track specializations - Artificial Intelligence and Robotics; Computer Graphics and 
Visual Simulations; Database and Data Engineering; Software Engineering; Computer 
Systems and Architectures; Computer Security 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Software Development for Combat Systems 
* Software Engineering to Government Standards 
* Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Military Applications 
* Software Engineering with Ada 
* Computer Security 









Extending Reusable Ada Code Retrieval Capabilities" 
Software Safety Using Ada" 
An Expert System to Model Aircraft Interaction with Ships and Submarines" 
Wide Area Network Management for the U.S. Army" 
Object-Oriented Implementation of the Army Field Artillery Tactical Data 
Systerr• · 
A Real- .-ne U.S. Army Tactical Telephone Network Management System" 
NPSNET: Environmental Effects for a Real-Time Virtual World Battlefield 
Simulation" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 56 
* USN 27, USA 10, USMC 7, NOAA 1, DoD Civ 1, International 10 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
The Computer Science Department provides graduate-level education and research in 
fundamental principles of computing and in critical technologies in support of DoD 
missions: virtual reality, real-time embedded systems software, networking and high-
performance computing, military robotics, database systems, and artificial intelligence. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Computer Science 
* Information Technology Management 
* Joint Command, Control, and Communications 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Applications of Expert Systems to Military Operations 
* Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Software 
* High-Speed Network Protocols for C3I Applications 
* Object-Oriented Databases 
* Parallel Processing of Terrain Databases 
* Real-Time Embedded Ada Rapid Prototyping Software 
* Virtual Worlds and Distributed Interactive Simulation 
FACULTY: 
* 29 including 6 military: 2 Secret clearances 
* 6 years average service at NPS 
* 1 Presidential Young Investigator 
* 1993 productivity: 1 Ph.D. dissertation, 15 theses, 6 technical reports, 15 journal 
articles, 49 conference papers, 91 conference and workshop presentations 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Lab 
* Computer Graphics and Video Lab 
* Computer Systems and Security Lab 
* Microcomputer Systems Lab 
* Software Engineering Lab 
* Visual Database and Interface Lab 
* U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Center 
RESEARCH: $2.2 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes 
* ARO (Army Research Office) 
-Rapid Prototyping of Real-Time Software 
* ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) 
- Virtual World Simulation 
* NAWC (Naval Air Warfare Center) 
- Software Safety Analysis 
* NRDC (Naval Research and Development Center, NCCOSC) 
-Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
* NSF (National Science Foundation} 
- Software Merging/V ersioning 
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METEOROLOGY CURRICULUM Q72) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Oceanographer of the Navy 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 48P: 
* Provide an understanding of the science of meteorology. 
* Develop the technical expertise in meteorological and oceanographic data and models 
to support military operations. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Six core courses in dynamic, numerical, physical and synoptic meteorology 
* At lea!- nine hours of graduate level meteorology electives 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " An Analysis of Mesoscale Convective Systems Observed During the 1992 Tropical 
Cyclone Motion Field Experiment" 
* " An Investigation of the Ground-Based High Resolution Interferometer Sounder in 
a Coastal Marine Environment" 
* " Multispectral Analysis of Maritime Clouds at Night in the Presence of 
Atmospheric Water Vapor" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 2 International Students 
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AIR-OCEAN SCIENCE CURRICULUM (373) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Oceanographer of the Navy 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 47P: 
* Provide a sound understanding of the science of meteorology and oceanography 
* Develop the technical expertise in meteorological and oceanographic data and models 
in support of military operations 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Approximate balance of meteorology/oceanography courses 
* Nine core courses in dynamic, numerical, physical and synoptic meteorology and 
oceanography 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Polar meteorology/oceanography 
* Operational acoustic forecasting (SECRET) 
* Remote sensing of the atmosphere and ocean 
* Ocean acoustic prediction 
* Atmospheric factors in radar and optical propagation 
* Russian oceanography (SECRET) 
* Advanced applications of overhead systems (TOP SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
" Comparison of Modeled and Observed Ocean Mixed Layer Behavior in a Sea 
Breeze Influenced Coastal Region" 
" Arctic Cyclones and Marginal Ice Zone Variability" 
" Automated Satellite Image Navigation" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 18 USN Restricted Line 
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OPERATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHY CURRICULUM (374) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Oceanographer of the Navy 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE ">P: 
* Provide a sound understanding of the science of puysical oceanography and acoustics. 
* Develop the technical expenise in oceanographic and acoustic data and models to 
support all aspects of Naval warfare. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Eight graduate oceanography courses 
* Four core courses in dynamic, numerical, physical oceanography 
* At least four elective graduate level oceanography courses 
MIUT AR Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Polar meteorology/oceanography 
* Operational acoustic forecasting (SECRET) 
* Remote sensing of the atmosphere and ocean 
* Ocean acoustic prediction 
* Atmospheric factors in radar and optical propagation 
* Russian oceanography (SECRET) 
* Advanced applications of overhead systems (TOP SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Variability of the California Current System Off Point Sur From April 1988 to 
December 1990" 
* " Numerical Study of Seasonal Wind Forcing Effects on the California Current 
System" 
* " Simulation of Acoustic Multipath Arrival Structure in the Barents Sea" 
AVERAGE STUDENT INPUT: 8 USN 
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PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY CURRICULUM (440) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Oceanographer of the Navy (096) 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 49P: 
* Provide a sound understanding of the science of physical oceanography and acoustics 
* Develop the technical expertise to provide and use oceanographic and acoustic data and 
models in support of all aspects of at sea operations and undersea warfare, such as 
counter-mine warfare and coastal undersea warfare 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Eight graduate oceanography courses 
* Four core courses in dynamic, numerical, physical oceanography 
* At least four elective graduate level oceanography courses 
* Significant research/ educational experience at sea 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Polar meteorology/oceanography 
* Operational acoustic forecasting (SECRET) 
* Remote sensing of the atmosphere and ocean 
* Ocean acoustic prediction 
* Atmospheric factors in radar and optical propagation 
* Russian oceanography (SECRET) 





" Ambient Sound in the Ocean Induced by Heavy Precipitation and the Subsequent 
Predictability of Rainfall Rate" 
" Velocity Field in the Northeast Atlantic From Satellite- Tracked Drifting Buoy" 
" Tidal Dynamics and Mixing Over Severe Topography" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 2 per year (international and Coast Guard, NOAA) 
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METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT 
The Meteorology Depanment provides graduate-level instruction in the science of 
meteorology and its application in support of military operations. To maintain expertise 
and provide support to student theses, the faculty perform research in the Navy relevant 
areas of synoptic and dynamic meteorology, remote sensing, numerical modeling, boundary 
layer meteorology and environmental effects. 
Over 30 years ago, NPS was responsible for the establishment and flourishing of a Navy 
operational command on its campus. In 1959, the Naval Oceanographic Command 
(formerly the Naval Weather Command) moved its numerical prediction unit from 
Suitland, Maryland, where it was pan of a joint National (civilian), Navy and Air Force 
Weather Services organization, to Monterey as a new operational command: the Fleet 
Numerical Weather Central (now called the FNMOC). The move to Monterey was 
prompted by the special requirements of the Navy because of its ocean operations which 
were not adequately met in the joi:1t civilian-military center. The Navy chose to move 
FNMOC to Monterey to take adY ·mage of the presence of the Naval Postgraduate School 
with its large assembly of science faculty who are intimately familiar with Navy 
operational problems in meteorology and oceanography. For similar reasons, the Navy 
Environmental Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF, now the Marine Meteorology 
Divisio: of NRL, or NRL-West) moved to Monterey in 1971 from Norfolk, Virginia, a 
furthe· ~mentation of meteorological and oceanographic scientists in Monterey, making 
it the <.:t. •. • er of Naval environmental science. 
The consequences of these moves are the substantial involvement of NPS faculty in 
research projects at NRL-west and enhancement of operational capabilities at FNMOC. 
Furthermore, personnel from the latter two organizations are able to take advanced courses 
at NPS, and officer-students at NPS can engage in thesis research on "real-life" applications 
relating environmental parameters to Naval operations. Approximately 200 theses of NPS 
graduates have dealt with FNMOC and NRL applications. In addition, numerous research 
projects have been completed by the faculty that addressed special Navy operational needs 
based on data available from the two organizations and interactions with their personnel. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Meteorology 
* Air-Ocean Sciences 
* Operational Oceanography 
* Space Systems 
* Electronic Warfare 
* Joint Command Control & Communications 
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MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Satellite remote sensing 
* Navy vertical aerosol model 
* Navy Forecast Models Development and Verification 
* Environmental effects on sensor & communication propagation 
* Tactical Environmental Support 
* Coastal Meteorology 
* Navy Forecasters Handbooks & correspondence courses 
FACULTY: 
* 18 including 1 military: 8 Secret, 1 Top Secret Clearances 
* 13 years average experience at NPS 
* 3 American Meteorological Society Fellows 
* Productivity: 24 MS theses, 2 PhD dissertations, 22 journal articles, 1 book, 4 tech 
reports, SO conference presentations 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Classified tactical lab with ship-based facilities 
* Interactive digital environmental analysis laboratory 
* Marine atmospheric measurements laboratory 
* Synoptic analysis & forecasting laboratory 
* Real-time global weather data, analyses and forecasts 
* Real-time Navy data, analyses & forecast products 
* Co-located:Fleet Numerical Meteorology & Oceanography Center 
* University Center for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) 
RESEARCH: $1.5 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes: 
* Naval Oceanographic Office & ONR 
- Synoptic meteorology 
* Office of Naval Research {ONR) & NASA 
- Remote Sensing 
* NSF (National Science Foundation), ONR & NRL 
- Numerical modeling 
* NSF, Naval Research Lab (NRL) & ONR 
- Tropical meteorology 
* NRL, ONR, Navy Space & Warfare Command. 
- Environmental effects 
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OCEANOGRAPHY PEP AR TMENT 
The Oceanography Depanment is the premier academic center for Naval oceanography. 
This means that our expertise in ocean science is actively sought by both the Naval 
community and the civilian community. This also means that military officers from the 
U.S. and allied nations actively seek admission to our curricula. Our primary goal is to be 
an internationally recognized center in ocean analysis and prediction. Such recognition is 
achieved by high quality, Navy-relevant curricula in physical oceanography and by the 
high quality of our research. Educational goals include: 1) our graduates must be able to 
effectively fill all oceanographic assignments that they may encounter during tL .r careers 
because our educational programs will permit them to confidently use their knowledge to 
better manage naval operations in the marine environment; and 2) our physical 
oceanography curricula will be distinguished in the navy relevant areas of air-sea 
interaction, ocean acoustics, coastal and nearshore processes, numerical modeling and polar 
oceanography. Students are actively involved from problem definition and data analysis to 
presentation of results at national meetings and papers published in scholastic journals. The 
Depanment of the Navy (DoN) seeks faculty expertise in the furtherance of Naval 
oceanography and its application to Naval operations. Faculty panicipate on panels and 
committees that influence the future direction of oceanographic research. 
CURRICULA: 
* Air-Ocean Science 
* Operational Oceanography 
* Oceanography (International Students) 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Coastal Ocean Radar 
* Mine Burial and Drift 
* Global Positioning System 
* Shallow Water Bottom Reverberation 
* Source Location Using Inverse Methods 
* Ambient Noise Tactical Prediction Model in Ice-Covered Waters 
* Submarine Observations of Convection 
* Arctic Underice Roughness Database 
* Shallow Water Bottom Sediment Acoustic Propagation Studies 
* Bottom Sediment Transport Studies 
* Surf Forecasting 
* Target Classification for Shallow Water Based on Broadband Active Sonar 
FACULTY: 
* 20 including 1 military, 12 with Secret and 2 with Top Secret clearances 
* 7.35 Years Average Experience at NPS 
* 20 Masters Theses and 3 Ph.D. Dissertations, 30 Journal anicles, 1 book, over 100 
conference presentations, and strong working relationships with biological, chemical 
and geological oceanographers at Moss Landing Marine Lab, Hopkins Marine 
Station/Stanford, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute and University of 
California at Santa Cruz 
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LABORATORJES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES 
* Research V esse! (shared) 
* Pt. Sur Sosus Array 
* Joint Tactical Microcomputer Lab {classified) 
* Tactical Environmental Suppon System {Classified) 
* Interactive Digital Environmental Analysis (IDEA) Lab 
* Moored Equipment Lab 
* University Center for Atmospheric Research {UCAR)/ National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 
* Naval Research Lab-West (NRL)/Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography 
Center (FNMOC) 
RESEARCH: $2.2 million reimbursable funding in 1993 
* ONR (Office of Naval Research) 
- Eddy and Front Studies 
* NSF (National Science Foundation) 
- Modeling Studies 
* Arctic Submarine Laboratory 
- Arctic Ocean Characteristics 
* Navy Oceanographic Office 
- Littoral Conditions and Predictability 
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COMBAT SYSTEMS SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM (533) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS: 
* Naval Sea Systems Command 
* Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 66P, USMC MOS 9626 & USA MOS 51: 
* Produce graduates who can apply broad technical, scientific and engineering principles 
in combat systems development, evaluatioL, operation and design 
* Provide broad based education to line o ces involved in the articulation and 
formulation of technical requirements of combat systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Four specializations: Electromagnetic sensor systems; Nuclear, conventional, and 
directed energy weapons; Underwater acoustic systems; Engineering related to combat 
systems 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Physics of underwater weapons {SECRET) 
* Particle beam and high energy laser weapon physics (SECRET) 
* Physics of nuclear explosions (SECRET) 
* The physics of unconventional weapons and weapons effects 
* Advanced concepts in target surveillance and engagement 
* Physics of high velocity impact phenomena in solids 
* Weapons lethality and survivability 
* Explosives and explosions 
* Naval combat system elements 
* Combat system integration 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " A study of the diffraction behavior o; resolution criteria for pattern recognition 
for a proposed multiplexed imaging technique" 
* " High gain, high power free electron lasers" 
* " A design, fabrication and test of a precision positioning servo drive for a 
multiplexed imaging system" 
* " Recursive ray acoustics for three-dimensional sound speed profiles" 
* " Ocean bottom simulation using fractal geometry" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 38 
* USN 26, USMC 1, USA 1, International 10 
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PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 
The Department of Physics has been a leader in introducing courses and curricula 
involving the applications of current technology to combat systems and the applications of 
science to problems of military interest. The Department offers courses, conducts research, 
and directs student theses in such areas as underwater detection and tracking, target 
detection and signature measurements, infrared countermeasures, combat systems design, 
combat systems simulation, directed energy weapons systems, electro-optic devices, and the 
influence of the atmosphere and near space environment on military systems. Historically, 
the Department has maintained the flexibility to move into new technological areas as they 
appear. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Combat systems science and technology 
* Undersea warfare 
* Space systems operations 
* Space systems engineering 
* Electronic warfare systems engineering 
* Intelligence 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Combat modeling and simulation 
* Directed energy weapon technology 
* Target acquisition, surveillance and engagement 
* Thermal imaging systems 
* Physics of nuclear explosions 
* Underwater acoustics 
* Weapons and effects 
* Explosions and explosives 
* Space systems applications 
FACULTY: 
* 35 including 2 military, 25 with Secret, 3 with Top Secret clearances 
* 13 years average experience at NPS 
* 4 Fellows of Acoustical Society of America, 1 of American Physical Society 
* 1992 productivity: 51 theses, 12 technical reports, 2 book chapters, 29 journal articles, 
56 conference presentations 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES 
* Linear electron accelerator 
* Flash X-ray facility 
* Large anechoic chamber facility 
* Sonar laboratory 
* Wave tank facility 
* Combat systems simulation laboratory 
* High energy laser laboratory 
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RESEARCH: $3.9 million reimbursable funding in 1993 incluaes: 
* Naval Sea Systems Command 
- fiber optic hydrophone 
* Office of Naval Research 
- thermoacoustic refrigeration 
- weapon simulation models 
* OSD Director of Net Assessment 
- information warfare 
* USAF Space Systems Div 
- airborne dispersion of toxins 
* USAF Rome Labl')ratory 
- electro-optic w ~ _ ~· area surveillance 
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING CURRICULUM (610) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Air Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 71P, USMC MOS 9620 & USA MOS 51: 
* Prepare Naval officers to serve as technical managers dealing with aircraft and related 
weapons systems 
* Prepare officers to serve in aircraft design, acquisition, test, operation and maintenance 
posmons 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Broad graduate level coverage of the five major disciplines in Aerospace Engineering: 
Aerodynamics, Structures, Propulsion, Flight Dynamics/Controls and Systems Design, 
coupled with computer, laboratory and research experience 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Air Defense Lethality 
* Laser/Particle Beam Technologies 
* Aircraft combat survivability {SECRET) 
* Tactical missile propulsion 
* Introduction to avionics 
* V/STOL aircraft technology 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning {SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* R Aircraft Vulnerability to Directed Energy Weapons R 
* R Service Life Prediction of Composite Structures Through Fiber TestingR 
* R F-14 Overland Survivability Enhancement Through Fuel System Vulnerability 
Reduction" 
* R Improvements to the Advanced Low Altitude Radar Model R 
* " Fatigue Life Program using Strain-Life Methods" 
* R Control Vane Guidance for a Ducted-Fan Unmanned Aerial VehicleR 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 31 
* USN 21, USMC 2, USA 2, DoD Civilian 3, International 3 
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING. AVI( -ITCS CURRICULUM (611) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Air Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 72P, USMC MO . .>20 & USA MOS 51: 
* Prepare Naval officers to serve as technical managers dealing with aircraft avionics 
systems through all phases of design, acquisition, test, operations and maintenance 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Broad graduate level coverage of four major disciplines in Aerospace Engineering: 
Avionics, Aerodynamics, Flight Dynamics/Controls and Systems Design, coupled with 
computer, laboratory and research experience 
MILTT AR Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Defense Lethality 
* Particle Beam Technologies 
* 1 • Combat Survivability (SECRET) 
* D.o • I ·ionics Systems 
* Principles of Radar Systems (SECRET) 
* Electronic Warfare System~ . ,d Techniques (SECRET) 
*Joint Maritime Strategic P mg (SECRET) 
REP RESEW A TIVE THESES: 
* " Air rne Countermeasures to Advanced Laser Beamrider Surface- Air Missiles" 
* " Prebminary Design of a Water Cooled Avionics Cooling Rack" 
* " Integration of Differential GPS and Inertial Navigation Using a Complementary 
Kalman Filter" 
* " Applications of Neural Networks to Adaptive Control" 
* " Antenna Gain, Loss and Pattern Degradation due to Transmission Through 
Dielectric Radomes" 
* " Operation of a Potential Countermeasures Again Missile Systems Using Visual 
Imaging Systems" 
ANNUAL <'TUDENT INPUT: 14 
*USN JSCG 1, DoD Civilian 1, International 1 
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING/TEST PILOT SCHOOL CURRICULUM (612) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Air Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE 71P & USA MOS 51: 
* Prepare Naval officers to serve as technical managers and flight test engineers dealing 
with aircraft avionics systems through all phases of design, acquisition, test, operations 
and maintenance 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Broad graduate level coverage of the five major disciplines in Aerospace Engineering: 
Aerodynamics, Structures, Propulsion, Flight Dynamics/Controls and Systems Design, 
couples with completion of the U.S. Navy Test Pilot School Curriculum 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Air Defense Lethality 
* Laser/Particle Beam Technologies 
* Aircraft Combat Survivability (SECRET) 
* Flight Test Engineering 
* Principles of Radar Systems (SECRET) 
* Electronic Warfare Systems and Techniques (SECRET) 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* A thesis is not a requirement of this program which includes time spent at the Test 
Pilot School at Patuxent River. 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 11 
*USN 10, USA 1 
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AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS DEPARTMENT 
The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics provides advanced education in 
Aeronautics Engineering, Astronautical Engineering and Avionics Engineering. The 
Department is fully staffed with full-rime · ·ulty representing the different technical 
specialties. Additional support is provided the Departments of Mathematics, Physics, 
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical and Computer Engineering. In order to develop and 
maintain their expertise, as well as to provide support for student thesis research, faculty 
members perform research in their disciplines for all military services and NASA. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Aeronautical engineering 
* Aeronautical engineering • avionics option 
* NPSIT est Pilot School cooperative program 
* Space systems engineering 
MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Aerodynamics 
* Structures, including survivability 
* Propulsion 
* Flight dynamics/controls/avionics 
* Systems design (aircraft, helicopter, missile, spacecraft) 
FAC ULTY: 
* 21 including 1 military: 11 Secret and 1 Top Secret clearances 
* 13 years average service at NPS 
* 13 have industry or government laboratory experience 
* 1993 productivity: 69 theses, 2 book chapters, 23 journal articles, 58 conference papers, 
15 presentations, 1 patent, 1 disclosure 
* 3 AIAA Fellows and 6 AIAA Technical Committee Members 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES 
* Navy/NASA joint institute 
* Composites laboratory 
* Propulsion laboratory 
.: FL TSA TCOM (including a satellite) 
* Survivability (SECRET) 
* Unmanned aerial vehicle laboratory 
RESEARCH: $1.222 million reimbursable funded includes: 
* NA V AIR (Naval Air Systems Command) 
* Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division 
• ~aval Air Warfare Center, Weapons Division 
pace and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
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ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CURRICULUM (590) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY CODE SSP, USMC MOS 9624 & USA MOS 51: 
* Provide operationally relevant and electronics engineering knowledge of electrical and 
computer engineering as found in modern military systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Six specializations: Communication systems; Computer systems; electromagnetic 
systems, guidance, navigation, and control systems; power systems; signal processing 
MILITARY /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Principles of Radar Systems (SECRET) 
* Microwave devices and radar 
* Navigation, Missile, & Avionics Systems {SECRET) 
* High Frequency Techniques {SECRET) 
* Signal intelligence systems 
* Electro-optic Systems & Countermeasures (SECRET) 
* Fiber optic systems 
* Defense systems engineering 
* Modeling and simulation for control systems 
* Sonar systems engineering 
* Radar cross section 








A Computer Analysis of a Conical Monopole for use at Naval High Frequency 
Direction Finding Sites" 
Design and Evaluation of the Electrical Power System for the P ANSAT Satellite" 
Improvement of Miss Distance of Missiles with Imaging Seekers by Utilizing 
Dynamic Image Processing" 
Ultra-wideband Radar Transient Detection Using Time-Frequency and Wavelet 
Transforms" 
Radar Cross Section Reduction of Indirect-Fire Projectiles" 
Design and Testing of an Uninterruptable Power Supply for the Marine Corps 
AN/MRC-14 UHF Radio" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 61 
* USN 30, USMC 6; USA 2; USCG 1; DOD Civ 2, International 20 
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ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING PEP AR TMENT 
The Department seeks to provide NPS students with the highest quality and most DoD-
relevant graduate education available in electrical and computer engineering. This 
discipline spans a broad swath of leading-edge technology which impacts most facets of 
DoD's warfighting capability, ranging from secure voice and computer communication 
networks to advanced electronic warfare systems to the guidance of precision strike 
weapons. Six MSEE degree tracks cover these areas and others with degrees which are 
fully ABET-accredited. 
PRINCIPAL CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Electronics Systems Engineering - ABET Certified 
* Electronic Warfare (U.S. Officers) 
* Electronic Warfare {International Officers) 
* Space systems operations 
* Undersea warfare 
* Joint Command Control & Operations 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Radar including low observables 
* Electronic warfare 
* Signals intelligence 
* Communications and countermeasures 
* Electro-optical systems and counter-measure 
* Radiation hardening of eire s 
* Avionics and missile contn 
* Sonar and acoustic detection in noise 
FACULTY: 
* 46 faculty including 4 military, Clearances: 30 Secret 
* 11 years average service at NPS 
* 5 IEEE fellows, ASME fellow 
* 1993 productivity: 113 theses, 20 technical reports, 1 book, 27 journal articles, 16 
confere1. ! papers, 4 presentations 
LABORA TORIES/SPECIAUZED RESOURCES 
* Operational military radar systems 
* Electronic warfare and electro-optic systems 
* Missile guidance and control laboratory 
* Special signals and antennas laboratory 
* Foreign systems exploitation laboratory 
,. Image processing laboratory 
* Special secure computing laboratory 
RESEARCH: $4.5 million reimbursable funding in 1993 includes: 
* ONR (Office of Naval Research) - wavelet time-frequency analysis 
* NRL (Naval Research Laboratory) 
* Army CECOM (Communications Electronics Command) 
* AFEWC (Air Force Electronic Warfare Center)- wideband antennas 
* PIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) -advanced signal processing 
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NAVAL ENGINEERING CURRICULUM (570) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Sea Systems Command 
OBJECTIVE FOR NAVY SUB-SPECIALTY CODE 54P: 
* Provide the technical skills needed to design, maintain, and operate modern warships 
and Naval systems 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Core disciplines of Naval Engineering 
* Five specializations: Structural mechanics; Dynamic systems and controls; Materials 
science; Thermal-fluid sciences; Ship systems design and engineering 
* Total Ship Systems Engineering Program for selected students 
MIUT AR Y /CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Naval Combat Systems Elements (SECRET) 
* Ship Design Integration (SECRET) 
* Total Ship Systems Engineering (SECRET) 
* Marine Gas Turbines 
* Shipboard Vibrations and Noise 
* Naval Ship Shock Design and Analysis 
* Surface Ship Survivability 
*Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning (SECRET) 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES: 
* " Analysis, Approach, and Assessment of Vibration Criteria in Shipboard Machinery 
Condition Monitoring and Diagnostics" 
* " The Effects of Shipboard Steering Machinery Dynamics on Rudder Roll 
Stabilization Systems" 
* " Three Dimensional Pursuit Guidance and Control of Submersible Vehicles" 
* " The Response and Failure Mechanism of Circular Metal and Composite Plates 
Subjected to Underwater Shock Loadings" 
* " Application of VAX/VMS Graphics for Solving Preliminary Ship Design Projects" 
* " Definition, Development, and Design of Large Missile Carrier" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 47 
* USN 37, USCG 4, International 6 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
The Department provides a broad based graduate education in the fields of Mechanical 
Engineering. This imparts the relevant skills necessary for the design, acquisition, 
maintenance and overhaul of modern war ships and Naval systems. The interconnectedness 
of the fundamental areas of fluid mechanics, thermal sciences, propulsion, controls, 
structural mechanics, dynamical systems, materials engineering, systems engineering, and 
design is stressed throughout the program. The uniqueness of the program is achieved by 
using the focus of the Naval vessel and Naval systems to provide a context for the teaching 
and demonstration of the required engineering principles. This focus and relevance of the 
program has prov1 ·d the high quality which has assured the continuing ABET 
accreditation of the program. 
CURRICULA SUPPORTED: 
* Naval Engineering 
* Combat Systems 
* Space Systems Engineering 
' 'TLITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
Total Ship Systems Engineering 
* Ship Shock and Vibrations, Survivability 
* Robotics and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles 
* Marine Propulsion 
* Naval Hydrodynamics 
* Electronics Cooling 
* Composite Materials 
* High Strength Low Alloy Steels 
FACULTY: 
* 21 including 1 military, 13 with Secret clearances 
* 9 years average service at NPS 
* 5 ASME fellows, 1 AIAA fellow, 1 Mechanical Engr. fellow 
* 1993 productivity: 49 theses, 8 technical reports, 3 books edited, 4 book chapters, 38 
technical journal articles, 32 conference and workshop presentations, 1 patent 
LABORA TORIES/SPECIALIZI I RESOURCES: 
* Computer Aided Ship Design Laboratory 
* Shock and Vibration Laboratory 
* Hydrodynamics Laboratory 
* Robotics Laboratory 
* Materials and Metals Procession Laboratory 
*Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Facility 
* Gas Turbine and Diesel Propulsion Laboratory 
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RESEARCH: $1.2 million reimbursable funded in 1993 includes: 
* NA WC (Naval Air Warfare Center) 
- Electronic Packaging 
- Aging of Aluminum Alloys 
* NSWC (Naval Surface Warfare Center) 
- Liquid Cooling of Electronics 
- Superconducting Materials 
-Sensors for Auto Fouling Detections 
* DNA (Defense Nuclear Agency) 
- Composite Materials 
* ARPA {Advanced Research Projects Agency) 
- Naval Hydrodynamics 
* ONR {Office of Naval Research 
- Vonex/F ree Surface Interactions 
* NA VSEA (Naval Systems Command) 
- Surface Ship Survivability 
- Shock and Vibration Effect Studies 
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DEFENSE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COURSE (DRMC) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
*Policy Guidance Council chaired by the DoD Comptroller 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Apply the basic concepts and techniques of analytical decision making to the analysis 
of defense programs and policies and to the evolution and design of US defense 
management systems 
* Emphasize the decision maker's broad perspective in allocating resources 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Course Duration - 4 weeks 
* Frequency- 5/year 
* Participants- US military officers of grades 0-4 through 0-6; Civilians of grades GS-11 
through GS-15 or equivalent; Individuals participating in ccelerated career 
development programs; and foreign officials of similar r .._ . .K or grade. 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 200 US and 50 foreign participants as described above 
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INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE MANAGEMENT COURSE ODMC) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Policy Guidance Council chaired by the DoD Comptroller 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Apply the basic concepts and techniques of analytical decision making to the analysis 
of defense programs and policies of various nations and to the evolution and design of 
modern defense management systems 
* Emphasize the comparative exchange of ideas among the participants 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Course Duration · 11 weeks 
* Frequency - 2/year 
* Participants - Foreign military officers of ranks Major/Lieutenant Commander and 
above and equivalent civilian officials. 
* The first half of the course is similar to the DRMC but is expanded in scope and 
depth. In the second half of the course, the defense management concepts developed in 
the first half of the course are applied to financial, material Qogistics) and human 
resources management systems and to management information systems. 
* This course has been designated an Expanded !MET course by DSAA. 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 100 foreign participants from 25-35 countries as 
described above 
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SENIOR INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE MANAGEMENT COURSE (SIDMC) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Policy Guidance Council chaired by the DoD Comptroller 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Similar to the IDMC, but the course is specifically designed for senior military 
managers and high level defense decision makers. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Course Duration - 4 weeks 
* Frequency - 1/year 
* Participants - Military general/flag officers and equivalent civilian officials. 
* This course has been designated an Expanded IMET course by DSAA. 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 50 foreign participants from 25-35 countries as 
described above. 
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MOBILE INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE MANAGEMENT COURSE ODMC) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Policy Guidance Council chaired by the DoD Comptroller 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Apply the basic concepts and techniques of analytical decision making to the analysis 
of defense programs and policies and to the evolution and design of modem defense 
management systems. 
* Emphasize the application of these ideas the host country. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Course Duration - 2 weeks 
* Frequency- 8-10/year 
* Participants - Military officers of ranks Major/Lieutenant Commander and above and 
equivalent civilian officials from the host country. 
* The course is similar to other DRMI offerings but is customized to meet the needs of 
the host country. 
* The course has played a leading role in the Expanded IMET Initiative. Since June 1991, 
the course has been presented in Argentina (4), Botswana, Bulgaria, Chile, Czech 
Republic, Ghana, Honduras (4), Hungary (2), Lithuania, Namibia, Poland, Senegal, Sri 
Lanka, and Zimbabwe. The numbers in parentheses indicate that the course has been 
conducted more than once. In the remainder of FY94, the course is scheduled to be 
presented in Ukraine, Colombia, Philippines, Romania, Czech Republic, El Salvador 
and Honduras. 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 300-400 participants 
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MOBILE ANALYTICAL DECISION MAKING COURSE (MADMC) 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Policy Guidance Council chaired by the DoD Comptroller 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Apply the bas1 concepts and techniques of ana J decision making to the analysis 
of defense programs and policies and to the evoiuuon and design of US defense 
management systems 
* Emphasize tb~ use of analytical techniques in locating defense resources 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Course Duration · 2 weeks 
* Frequency - 3-5/year 
* Participants- US military officers of grades 0-4 through 0-6, civilians of grades GS-11 
through GS-15 or equivalent, and individuals participating in accelerated career 
development pro0rams; 
* Course has been offered at numerous military installations 
* Note: this program has not been offered during the last two years due to constraints 
imposed by the large number of MIDMC offerings. 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 100-200 US participants 
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DEFENSE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 
The Defense Resources Management Institute (DRMI) was established at the Naval 
Postgraduate School in 1965 by the DoD Comptroller. The DRMI was placed at NPS to 
rake advantage of the high-quality faculty already in place at the School. The mission of the 
DRMI is to conduct interdisciplinary courses in resources management education under the 
functional coordination of a Policy Guidance Council chaired by the DoD Comptroller. 
Other members of the Council are the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Personnel and 
Readiness), the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Regional Security), the Director of Program 
Analysis and Evaluation and the Director of the Defense Security Assistance Agency. 
The broad objectives of the DRMI are to: (1) Conduct courses in resources management 
for U.S. and foreign military and civilian personnel. The emphasis of DRMI programs is 
on the use of analytical concepts and techniques drawn management decision theory, 
economics and quantitative methods in the allocation and utilization of financial, logistic 
and manpower resources in defense organizations. (2) Maintain a program of research 
related to defense resource management education. The central focus of all DRMI programs 
is analytical decision making. Each course provides a multi-disciplinary program which 
encourages participants to develop an understanding of basic concepts of resources 
management, integrate the concepts into a systematic process of decision making for 
resources allocation and apply the concepts to illustrative examples. All courses are team 
taught by an interdisciplinary faculty, and approximately half of the course is devoted to 
small group seminars where participants apply the concepts developed in the lectures. 
Since the Institute was founded in 1965, more than 12,000 US military officers and civilians 
have participated in its programs. More than 7,700 representatives from 120 nations have 
also participated in these programs. In addition, DRMI programs have been conducted in 
38 countries as well as at numerous military facilities in the US. Since June 1991, the 
Institute has played a leading role in the Expanded IMET Initiative, presenting programs in 
resources management in a number of countries. The Institute has also collaborated with 
the National Security Affairs Department at NPS to develop a new course in civil-military 
relations for the Expanded IMET Program. 
CURRICULA: 
* Defense Resources Management Course 
* International Defense Management Course 
* Senior International Defense Management Course 
* Mobile International Defense Management Course 
* Analytical Decision Making Course 
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MILITARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS 
* Systems Analysis 
* Measuring Cost and Effectiveness in Military Applications 
* Planning, Programming and Budgeting System 
* Military Manpower Issues 
* Logistics 
* Financial Management 
* Unit Cost Resourcing 
* Defense Business Operations Fund 
* Total Quality Management 
* Benchmarking 
FACULTY 
* 25 including 6 military, 9 with Secret, 1 with Top Secret clearances 
* More than 7 years a ~·rage experience at DRMI, more than 12 years average experience 
in DoD. 
RESEARCH: $300,000 n :.mbursable funding 
* Naval Aviation Engi:· ~ering Support Unit 
- Benchmarks for H .lll Resource Management 
* US Armv Recruiting Command 
- Optirr, · ' Advertising Mix 
- Estimauon of Elasticities for Bonuses and Educational Benefits 
*DoD Comptroller (BMD) 
-Unit ~ost Handbook for Executives 
* Defer Business Management University 
- Busmess Management Education Delivery Model 
* RAND Corporation 
- The Total Public Budget in the US Economy 
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AVIATION SAFETY CURRICULA 
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION: 
* Naval Safety Center 
OBJECTIVE: 
* Aviation Safety Officer Course. Prepare the graduate to assist his or his Commanding 
Officer in conducting an aggressive mishap prevention program. 
* Aviation Safety Command Course. Assist Commanding Officers in conducting an 
aggressive mishap prevention program and prepare for the duties of a senior member 
of a mishap investigation board. 
DESCRIPTION: 
* Aviation Safety Officer Course (ASO) is a twentyeight day course consisting of 161 
classroom and laboratory hours, plus a two day field trip. 
* Aviation Safety Command Course (ASC) is a five day course consisting of 32 
classroom and laboratory hours addressing subjects including safety programs, safety 
psychology, aircraft systems, mishap investigation, mishap and incident reports and 
endorsements and aerospace medicine. 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED COURSES: 
* Aerodynamics for Aircraft Accident Prevention and Investigation 
* Aircraft Structural Analysis 
* Management of Accident Prevention Programs 
* Safety Information Management 
* Safety Psychology and Physiology 
* Management of Accident-Prevention Programs 
* Technological Aspects of Accident-Prevention Programs 
REPRESENTATIVE THESES (IN SUPPORT OF OTHER NPS CURRICULA): 
* " Mutual Flow Interference Effects of Aircraft Flying in Formation" 
"' " Analysis of Aircrew Coordination Training Factors that Affect Shipboard Decision 
Making" 
"' " Development of Pre-Mishap Training Program" 
* " MH-53E Aircraft 3-M Data, A Comparison USN/JMDF" 
"' " Consolidation of the HSL and HS Missions and Communities" 
ANNUAL STUDENT INPUT: 709 
USN 488, USMC 196, USCG 17, International 8 
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AVIATION SAFETY DEPARTMENT 
The Aviation Safety Department offers courses to mid-grade U.S. Navy and Marine Corps 
officers on conducting aggressive mishap prevention programs. Graduates of the 
Command Course are also prepared to perform the duties of a senior member of a mishap 
board. Department members provide extensive consultauon to aviation and other 
operational units to safety procedures and the reporting of mishaps. 
PRINCIPLE COURSES SUPPORTED: 
* Aviatior 
* Aviation 
' :Y Officer Course {146 hours) 
;ty Command Course (32 hours) 
MIUTARY/CLASSIFIED RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION AREAS: 
* Safety programs and mishap prevention techniques 
* Mishap investigation and reporting 
* Psychology 
*Safety Law 
* Aeromedical support 
FACULTY: 
* 11 including 9 military, 10 with Secret clearances 
* 19'7.3 productivity: 5 theses, 3 articles, 9 conference presentations, 2 overseas course 
pr: entations, over 500 consultations on safety to aviation and other operational units 
LABORATORIES/SPECIALIZED RESOURCES: 
* Aircraft Crash Laboratory for Mishap Investigation 
* Broken/Damaged Parts Laboratory for Mishap Analysis 
RESEARCH: $150 thousand reimbursable funding m 1993 includes: 
* NA V AIR (Naval Air Systems Command) 
-Night Vision Training System Technology Study 
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